The “Evolution Wall Poster” Project: “Earth and Life: changes over time”
— a special initiative promoting sound science education

The Brights’ Net

Notice to Teachers

Sorry to disappoint, but our prior poster inventory is now exhausted, and we are once again alternating to the phase of this project where we accumulate donations to have a large enough print count to reduce the per-copy dissemination costs. This takes time, but you may complete an application now if you wish to hold a place in queue for a later printing.

Teacher’s Request Form and Agreement

Poster sponsorships by Brights and others who back sound science enable The Brights’ Net to supply wall posters FREE to high school teachers who agree to post and use the poster to enhance their teaching of evolution to students.

Instructions to Applicant:
1. Please carefully examine the pictorial to gauge its usefulness to your teaching
2. Assess its suitability for posting (i.e., consider the size dimensions and your classroom setting)

To be placed in the queue for a 5-foot wide poster, print out and complete this form, providing all requested information. Mail the completed and signed form to The Brights’ Net (postal address is at bottom).

Important — To ensure processing of the application, all of your contact information must be legible — (If you wish to clarify how you will use the poster in your curriculum, you may write or type on the back of this form.)

Name of High School: ________________________________________________________________(Note: Offer is for high schools only)

School Website URL: ____________________________________________________________________________

School Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________

City: ___________________________________ State: _________ Zip__________ +_____

School Phone: ( ______ ) ________________

Name of Teacher Applicant: __________________________________________ Dept. Name: ____________

Teacher email address (for follow-up): _________________________________________________ (Be sure to print carefully!)

Circle all grades taught: 9 10 11 12 Subject[s]: ________________________________________________

Teacher Agreement

I am a science teacher at the above named high school. Having examined the pictorial “Earth and Life: changes over time,” I am confident that this classroom resource will be useful to me in my teaching. I realize that the wall poster is to be provided at no cost because I will be posting and using it in the classroom while helping my students learn about evolutionary change.

I teach _____[#] science classes a day for a total of _____[#] students in my classroom daily.

Signed by Applicant: _____________________________________________ Date: _________________

NOTE TO APPLICANTS

When you have reached next in line to receive a poster, you will be notified by email (in advance of shipping) to confirm continued interest. Any teacher receiving a poster should anticipate a later follow-up inquiry as to specifics of curricular and classroom use. We would like to notify and thank donors who have paid for printing of posters, so please supply here _______ the “sponsor code” IF ANY HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO YOU! Supplies are limited, and first priority for poster distribution goes to sponsor-designated teachers. Science enthusiasts who would like to become poster sponsors may go to http://the-brights.net/action/activities/poster_sponsor.html

The Brights’ Net — P O Box 163418 – Sacramento CA 95816 – USA

Thanks to all the Brights and science enthusiasts who have donated to this project!